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Story

"Hello," Luke said.

"Hello," Martina said.

Conclusion

An average educated person is now looking for a sequel to explain the text so far. Interview with two people. Why just a simple
word indirect speech? Why Luke? Why Martina?

Books are very often about imagination. Who is Luke? Is he young? Old? The sympathetic strong man or unsympathetic weak
guy? We can think about him as the greatest gangster who used the word Hello instead of the usual words. He can be a linguist, a musi -
cian, a human organ dealer, or a full-time fool from a reality show.

What about Martina? Who is she? One thing is for sure, she is someone who said hello in the literary work. Educated beauty,
toothless bitch or ordinary girl from pathetic fairy tales, who turns into a princess and then comes a moving happy end. Say hello in the
language where this word is used. It can be spoken with a Spanish or Russian accent, or it can be automatically translated through some
modern invention. Her hello can be a greeting, an abbreviation of something completely different, such as Hilarious Empathic Lucky
Lonely Onion. But why would Luke say it and why Martina? Does he repeat after him? Does he want to match him?

One character says hello, the other one said it too. They can tell it to each other or together to someone else. A common neighbor,
teacher or drug dealer. Maybe it ends with the hello and maybe they originally wanted to say more. If Luke would say hello to Martina,
what would it be like? Friendly? Or full of hate, where salutation is a necessity and there is no other way?

Where did they say that? And when? At school or on the street? Before a wedding or a joint execution by injection or bullet to the
head? Maybe the author was inspired by something, wanted to point out a problem or do something with human imagination. Where is it?
What is going on? Everything is starting, or ending? Was Luke the first to say hello? Even that isn't clear. They could have their con-
sciousness exchanged through some science-fiction invention, and Martina was the first to say hello through his mouth. We don't know
anything, we have to think about it, and everyone imagined everything differently. For example:

Luke is walking in the park with a dog, actually a puppy. Nice, groomed guy, who loves animals. Suddenly his dog, which is tied
on a leash, started running. his attention is suddenly captivated by a beautiful brunette, a little younger from Luke. She would be nicer
without the makeup, which doesn't fit her at all. Luke pulls the dog and Martina, slightly shocked, looked at the man and his dog. She had
seen him somewhere, but where? Oh, of course, at that terrible party. He greets her, she greets him, ordinary double hello. Everyone goes
their way, but after a while, their glances meet again…

How is it in reality? What is the fact and why just hello? Who imagines everything the right way? And who will present all this
incorrectly? And who defines what is right in the imagination and what is not? True imagination can also make up something that is
nowhere else or to a very limited extent. Another option might be:

Martina tried a new spacesuit. Discovering a strange planet with little oxygen but still a great number of animal species. She
walked slowly, taking the first steps down the soil into which she bore her weight. Suddenly she found signs of human activity. Several
stones stacked on top of each other. Tomb for someone? Or some sort of marking? As soon as she bends, she sees movement in the bushes
in front of her. Something's coming. She stood up and waited with anticipation. A man showed up. Not the type she knew. He greeted her,
which surprised her. He was gentle and able to speak. His hello sounded completely different from what came out of Martina. She held out
her hand and he accepted it. They are both eaten by a hungry pink dinosaur.

Of course, there are many more options. Still, there are only two characters and two words. Another story might look like this:

Martina is a professional artificial intelligence programmer for robotic staff in hospitals. Her new creation, the robot named Luke,
has a brand new version of artificial intelligence. Martin hopes that it will not turn out as it does with Marek. He threw his grandmother
out of the window and tried to defuse her teeth in a glass he thought was a bomb. Basic communication, classic hello and hello, shows no
problem. However, everything needs to be checked, because, after the incident with Mark, these robots are banned even in the Vatican
city.

Another option is, of course, to take advantage of any differences from the current real world. Any creature can meet, even one
that would normally never meet. Sometimes, however, abnormal circumstances are required and necessary. Example:

Luke the Fishdeer has a bad day. It is, as the name says, a mixture of fish and deer. It is a marine animal that catches small fish
with its antlers. After the hamsterseal named Martina discovered this form of life, they started talking. Of course in the Slovak language
and over the beer. But beer is very diluted below the surface, so they decided to go on land. They will scramble at Lomnicky Peak because
neither of them likes the light smog in Honolulu. Their working meeting, where they talk about the recycling of lead and arsenic, is sud -
denly suspended. DJ Lame Crow needs all the fishdeers for filming the remake of Esmeralda. Luke and Martina say each other Hello for
the last time because fishdeers or hamsterseals are barely coming back from the filming in the uranium mine.
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